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COVID-19 Social Distancing Banner Stands
act have created and designed some portable Banner Stands ready to go to allow businesses and
retailers to stay safe and create awareness of social distancing rules following the recent Coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic - they can be supplied unbranded or with your logo dropped in at the bottom.
SKU: RB1U

SKU: RB1B
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COVID-19 Social Distancing Banner Stands
act have created and designed some portable Banner Stands ready to go to allow businesses and
retailers to stay safe and create awareness of social distancing rules following the recent Coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic - they can be supplied unbranded or with your logo dropped in at the bottom.
SKU: RB2U

SKU: RB2B
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and disinfect frequently touched
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COVID-19 Social Distancing Banner Stands
act have created and designed some portable Banner Stands ready to go to allow businesses and
retailers to stay safe and create awareness of social distancing rules following the recent Coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic - they can be supplied unbranded or with your logo dropped in at the bottom.
SKU: RB3U
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COVID-19 Social Distancing Banner Stands
act have created and designed some portable Banner Stands ready to go to allow businesses and
retailers to stay safe and create awareness of social distancing rules following the recent Coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic - they can be supplied unbranded or with your logo dropped in at the bottom.
SKU: RB4U
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COVID-19 Social Distancing Banner Stands
act have created and designed some portable Banner Stands ready to go to allow businesses and
retailers to stay safe and create awareness of social distancing rules following the recent Coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic - they can be supplied unbranded or with your logo dropped in at the bottom.
SKU: RB5U

SKU: RB5B
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COVID-19 Social Distancing Banner Stands
act have created and designed some portable Banner Stands ready to go to allow businesses and
retailers to stay safe and create awareness of social distancing rules following the recent Coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic - they can be supplied unbranded or with your logo dropped in at the bottom.
SKU: RB6U

SKU: RB6B
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Alternatively.....Your Designs
Just send us in your print ready artwork at the above sizes and the quantity that you
require and we can produce your designs for you - with just a small extra charge for setting
up your files to print.
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